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that independent scrutiny is most desirable. Although the Legislature is not functioning at the moment,, we suggest that a strong standing Finance Committee be nominated so as to enable scrutiny to be maintained in future, Care should to taken to see that the members of the Committee are really independent and knowledgeable people.
Change over to Indiant Currency.—With financial integration, currency has become a Central subject. The
Hali Sicca still remains legal tender in Hyderabad. Nor is any term set for its withdrawal. Moreover, all Government payments are made in it and all Government accounts are kept in it, although, side by side, the Indian
rupee circulates freely in the State. Assimilation of the Hali Sicca rupee with the Indian rupee was an ideal of Salar Jung's who thought it " a very desirable measure on account of the facility it will give to accounts and mercantile transactions/5 We do not consider the present practice satisfactory and suggest that it come to an end with the financial year. From 1st April 1951, Indian Government currency alone should be used. As a preliminary to this, all Government payments, from November onwards, might be made in Indian Currency, calculated at Government rate of exchange.
Anxiety is sometimes expressed that, prior to the change coming into effect, rumours will be spread in the rural areas with a view to inducing the peasant to part with his Hali currency at much below its exchange value. We understand there is a branch of the State Bank or a Treasury in every district headquarters ? so that there will be no difficulty in exchanging Hali currency. Immediate steps should be taken to notify widely the date of the change over and to inform people, that between now and the 1st April, special arrangements will be made at all Banks5 branches and Treasuries to give Indian currency for Hali at the proper exchange rate. In many districts, we understand, the cultivator doess in fact, prefer to receive payments in Indian currency and, provided proper publicity is .given, there should be no room for the coining true of the apprehensions expressed,
. Another objection sometimes raised to the unification, of the currencies is, that it will make more expensive-life lor ,the. salaried .classes* because* in small

